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Abstract

This paper presents a method for isogeometric analysis using rational Triangular Bézier
Splines (rTBS) where optimal convergence rates are achieved. In this method, both the
geometry and the physical field are represented by bivariate splines in Bernstein Bézier
form over the triangulation of a domain. From a given physical domain bounded by
NURBS curves, a parametric domain and its triangulation are constructed. By imposing
continuity constraints on Bézier ordinates, we obtain a set of global Cr smooth basis
functions. Convergence analysis shows that isogeometric analysis with such Cr rTBS basis
can deliver the optimal rate of convergence provided that the Cr geometric map remains
unchanged during the refinement process. This condition can be satisfied by constructing
a pre-refinement geometric map that is sufficiently smooth. Numerical experiments verify
that optimal rates of convergence are achieved for Poisson and linear elasticity problems.

Keywords: isogeometric analysis, triangular Bézier spline, geometric map, optimal
convergence rate

1. Introduction

Isogeometric analysis is an analysis approach introduced by Hughes et al [1] where the
same basis functions used to represent geometric models, such as Non-Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS), are also used to approximate field variables in solving partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs). Due to the same basis used in geometric representation and
in solution approximation, it eliminates the geometric approximation error commonly
occurred in classical finite element analysis (FEA) procedures. Once the initial mesh
is constructed, refinements can also be easily implemented and exact geometry is main-
tained at all levels without the necessity of interaction with the CAD system [1, 2]. Such
ability to represent exact shape with a coarse mesh has also led to the development of
isogeometric shape optimization [3, 4, 5]. Another advantage of isogeometric analysis is
its computational efficiency on a per-node basis over classical C0 Lagrange polynomial
based finite element. The higher continuity of the NURBS basis has been demonstrated
to significantly improve the numerical efficiency and accuracy on a per node basis in
many areas including structural analysis [2, 6], fluid simulation [7] and shape optimiza-
tion [4, 5, 8].

Isogeometric analysis techniques based on basis other than NURBS have also been
developed. To overcome the limitation of the tensor product structure of NURBS in
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local mesh refinement, methods based on subdivision solids [9] and T-splines [10, 11, 12,
13] have been developed recently and successfully used in isogeometric analysis. The
introduction of T-junction in T-splines allows it to represent complex shapes in a single
patch and permit local refinement [14]. On the other hand, challenges with analysis
suitable T-splines [13, 14, 15] include how to obtain efficient local refinement and and
effective treatment of so-called extraordinary points [12].

Recently triangular Bézier splines have emerged as a powerful alternative to shape
modeling and isogeometric analysis due to their flexibility in representing domains of
complex topology and their higher order of continuity. Local refinement can also be im-
plemented without any difficulty. Bivariate splines of various degrees and smoothness
have been used for data fitting and numerical solution of partial differential equations on
simple geometries such as rectangular and circular domain [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In these
works, the smoothness conditions are treated as side constraints and enforced through
Lagrange multipliers. In [21] piecewise quadratic C1 polynomial known as Powell-Sabin
(PS) spline is introduced. Early work of PS splines can be found in the field of approxi-
mation in [22, 23, 24]. Later normalized basis of PS splines with convex partition of unity
is studied in [25, 26, 27] and used for numerical solution of partial differential equations
[28]. The PS splines can be extended to higher degrees with higher order of smoothness
[29, 30, 31, 32]. Normalized basis for other splines such as reduced Clough-Tocher (CT)
splines have also been investigated [33]. Further studies of quadratic C1 PS splines in
the context of IGA can be found in [34, 35, 36, 37]. However, the conversion of NURBS
geometries (the de factor representation in CAD systems) to PS splines representation
is not trivial and some NURBS surfaces even cannot be reproduced by PS splines [35].
There is no reported study on the optimal convergence behavior with such PS B-splines
in IGA of general geometries.

In [38], a generalized framework of IGA based on rational triangular Bézier splines
(rTBS) which is compatible with any form of bivariate Cr Bézier elements is introduced.
A globally Cr continuous basis for representing both physical field and domain geometry
with exact recovery of its NURBS boundary can be constructed in different spaces, includ-
ing polynomial macro-element spaces, PS macro-element spaces and CT macro-element
spaces.

The main idea of rTBS based IGA is illustrated in Figure 1 where cubic C1 smooth
basis functions with CT macro-elements are used as an example. The given physical
domain is triangulated into a set of C1 smooth Bézier elements, which are mapped from
the parametric mesh. The C1 basis functions are constructed as linear combinations of the
C0 Bernstein basis, under the continuity constraints. The resulting analysis has shown
to be efficient, accurate and convergent. However, optimal convergence in h-refinement
has only been achieved for C0 elements and the convergence rate is sub-optimal for Cr

elements.
In this paper we present an approach that can lead to optimal convergence for all

Cr rTBS elements based isogeometric analysis in the context of h-refinement. Approx-
imation power and convergence rates are widely used to evaluate the performance of
numerical schemes for solving PDEs. The NURBS space has been proved to have full
approximation power and deliver the optimal rate of convergence [39] as the classical
finite element spaces. Similar approximation estimates which are optimal with respect
to the polynomial degree of the underlying spline space have also been developed for
T-splines that are defined on a particular two-patch structure [40]. However, no conver-
gence results have been reported for T-splines defined on more generalized T-meshes that
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include extraordinary points, which usually require additional continuity constraints on
the surrounding control points to achieve G1 continuity [41, 42].

In our earlier approach to rTBS based isogeometric analysis [38], the initial coarse
parametric mesh is first refined into elements that are sufficiently small for analysis, the
global Cr smooth basis is then constructed by imposing continuity constraints on adjacent
triangles in the refined parametric mesh. Based on the Cr basis, the Cr geometric map
is obtained. Although such a refine-then-smooth approach does lead to a Cr stable basis
that is sufficient for analysis, the resulting geometric map may not be consistent after the
Cr constraints are imposed. The inconsistency in geometric maps leads to deteriorated
converged rate. The reason for such inconsistency in geometric map is as follows. The
Cr basis is obtained via continuity constraints on domain points in the parametric mesh.
With the Cr basis, some domain points are free and other domain points are dependent
on these free points. For the geometric map that maps the parametric mesh to the
physical mesh, the control points corresponding to the free domain points are chosen as
free control points. If the remaining dependent control points do not satisfy the same
continuity constraints , they would have to be relocated to satisfy the constraints to
ensure the map is Cr. Such relocation of dependent control points thus lead to a change
of the geometric map.

In this paper, to overcome such inconsistency of geometric map in h-refinement with
the refine-then-smooth approach, we introduce a three-step approach to achieve optimal
convergence in IGA with Cr rTBS elements. We first construct a pre-refinement geometric
map that possesses sufficient smoothness to maintain the consistency of the geometric
map for all subsequent refinements. From the pre-refinement smooth geometric map,
we uniformly refine the mesh. We then use macro-element techniques to obtain stable
Cr basis for analysis. In such a smooth-refine-smooth approach, the smoothness in the
first step is needed for purely geometric reason so that the resulting geometric map stays
consistent during the mesh refinement. The smoothness in the last step is to ensure
stable basis over triangulation for analysis. With such a smooth-refine-smooth approach,
we show optimal convergence in h-refinement can be achieved for all types of Cr rTBS
elements.

We further demonstrate this approach is also applicable to supersplines Sr,ρd , (ρ > r),
where some vertices or edges in macro-triangles possess higher order Cρ smoothness than
the global Cr smoothness. In such cases, the smoothness of the pre-refinement geometric
map should be Cρ.

The remainder of this paper begins with a brief introduction of triangular Bézier
splines in Section 2. The rTBS based parametrization is presented in Section 3. Section 4
describes the details of rTBS based isogeometric analysis. We then discuss the conditions
to achieve optimal convergence rates in Section 5 followed by procedures to construct a
consistent pre-refinement smooth geometric map in Section 6. Some numerical results
are presented in Section 7. Finally we draw the conclusions in Section 8.

2. Triangular Bézier splines

For the sake of completeness, in this section we briefly introduce the Bézier triangles
and bivariate splines on triangulations. Interested readers may see [29] and [43] for further
details.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of rTBS based isogeometric analysis. The red solid control points and
domain points are determined by the white empty control points and domain points respectively under
the continuity constraints. Cubic C1 continuous basis functions with Clough-Tocher macro-elements are
used as an example. The C1 continuous basis ψ is a linear combination of the C0 Bernstein basis φ.
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2.1. Bézier triangles

NURBS has been widely used as a standard to represent curves and surfaces in CAD
systems. Each knot span of a NURBS curve corresponds to a Bézier curve which is
defined through Bernstein basis functions. A d-th degree Bernstein polynomial is defined
as

Bij,d(ξ) =

(
d

i, j

)
ξi(1− ξ)d−i, ξ ∈ [0, 1], (1)

where
(
d
i,j

)
=

d!

i!j!
, i+ j = d. Accordingly a d-th degree bivariate Bernstein polynomial is

defined as

Bi,d(ξ) =
d!

i!j!k!
γi1γ

j
2γ

k
3 , |i| = i+ j + k = d, (2)

where i represents a triple index (i, j, k) and (γ1, γ2, γ3) is the barycentric coordinate of
a point ξ ∈ R2. Every point ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) in a fixed triangle with vertices v1,v2,v3 ∈ R2

can be written uniquely in the form

ξ = γ1v1 + γ2v2 + γ3v3, (3)

with
γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1.

It has been shown that the set {Bi,d}|i|=d is a basis for the space of degree d bivariate
polynomials Pd [29]. A triangular Bézier patch is defined as

b(ξ) =
∑

|i|=d
piBi,d(ξ), (4)

where pi represents a triangular array of control points. A rational Bézier triangle can
be defined similarly as

b(ξ) =
∑

|i|=d
piφi,d(ξ), (5)

with φi,d being the rational Bernstein basis

φi,d =
wiBi,d∑
|i|=dwiBi,d

=
wiBi,d

w
, (6)

where wi are the weights associated with the control points pi.
Under the isoparametric concept, the same bivariate Bernstein basis defining a triangle

τ = {v1,v2,v3} can also be used to define a polynomial function f of degree d over τ as

f(ξ) =
∑

|i|=d
biφi,d(ξ). (7)

The bi (or bijk) are called the Bézier ordinates of f . Their associated set of domain points
are defined as

Dd,τ =

{
qijk =

iv1 + jv2 + kv3

d
, i+ j + k = d

}
. (8)

Thus the control polygon of the function f is given by the points (qijk, bijk). Figure 2
gives an example of the associated domain points of the Bézier ordinates and triangular
Bézier patch.
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Figure 1: Domain points and triangular Bézier patch.
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(a) Two domain triangles with C1 constraints on
Bézier ordinates.

(b) Two Bézier patches with C1 continuity.

Figure 2: Triangular Bézier patches with C1 continuity. The dependent
nodes (white solids) are determined by the free nodes (red solids) through
the continuity constraints. The shaded areas indicate the triangles with
shared edges where the constraints are imposed.

1

(b) Triangular Bézier patch b(ξ).

Figure 2: Domain points and triangular Bézier patch.

Two polynomials f and f̃ of degree d join r times differentiably across the common
edge of two triangles τ = {v1,v2,v3} and τ̃ = {v4,v3,v2} if and only if [29]

b̃ρ,j,k −
∑

µ+ν+κ=ρ

ρ!

µ!ν!κ!
bµ,k+ν,j+κγ

µ
1 γ

ν
2γ

κ
3 = 0, j + k + ρ = d, ρ = 0, · · · , r, (9)

where γ1, γ2, γ3 are the barycentric coordinates of vertex v4 with respect to triangle τ .
Figure 3 gives an illustration of two triangular Bézier patches with C1 continuity con-
straints. The red solids represent free nodes whose values can be freely chosen, while the
three white solids representing dependent nodes are determined by the red free nodes
through the continuity constraints. The shaded area indicates the triangles where conti-
nuity constraints are imposed. As can be seen in Figure 3(b), the control points in each
shaded triangle pair are coplanar. For better visualization of the underlying C1 patch,
the control net in Figure 3(b) is shifted up slightly.

v1 v2

v3 v4

1

(a) Two domain triangles with C1 con-
straints on Bézier ordinates.

(a) Two Bézier patches with C1 continuity.

Figure 1: Triangular Bézier patches with C1 continuity. The dependent
nodes (white solids) are determined by the free nodes (red solids) through
the continuity constraints. The shaded areas indicate the triangles with
shared edges where the constraints are imposed.

1

(b) Two Bézier patches with C1 continuity.

Figure 3: Triangular Bézier patches with C1 continuity. The dependent nodes (white solids) are deter-
mined by the free nodes (red solids) through the continuity constraints. The shaded areas indicate the
triangles with shared edges where the constraints are imposed. As can be seen in Figure 3(b), the control
points in each shaded triangle pair are coplanar. For better visualization, the control net is shifted up
slightly in Figure 3(b).
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2.2. Splines on triangulations

Consider a parametric domain Ω̂ and its triangulation T̂ . We introduce the spline
spaces of piecewise polynomials of degree d over T̂ [29]

Srd(T̂ ) = {f ∈ Cr(Ω̂) : f |τ ∈ Pd ∀τ ∈ T̂}, (10)

where τ is an arbitrary triangle in T̂ and r is the continuity order of the spline over Ω̂.
In addition, if the spline has higher smoothness at some vertices or across some edges,
we call it a superspline and denote the associated space as [29]

Sr,ρd (T̂ ) = {f ∈ Srd(T̂ ) : f ∈ Cρv(v) ∀v ∈ V&f ∈ Cρe(e) ∀e ∈ E}, (11)

where V and E are the set of all vertices and edges respectively in T̂ and ρ := {ρv}v∈V ∪
{ρe}e∈E with r ≤ ρv, ρe ≤ d for each v ∈ V and e ∈ E.

There are several approaches to obtain Cr spline spaces on a triangulated domain
Ω̂(T̂ ). In this paper we are interested in the spaces Srd and Sr,ρd with full approximation
power of d-th degree polynomials. The straightforward way is to apply condition (9)
directly on the triangles, which requires the degree of the polynomial much higher than
r, such as d ≥ 3r+ 2 [44]. The alternative way is splitting each triangle in T̂ into several
micro-triangles before imposing the continuity constraints on the micro-triangles. The
original triangles are then called macro-triangles. These include the CT split [45] with
polynomials of degree d ≥ 3r for continuity r-odd and d ≥ 3r + 1 for r-even, and the
PS split [21] with polynomials of degree d ≥ 9r−1

4
for r-odd and of degree d ≥ 9r+4

4

for r-even. For example, in this paper we use CT split to obtain S1
3 spline space with

cubic polynomials, and PS split to obtain S1
2 , S2

5 and S2,3
5 spline spaces with quadratic

and quintic polynomials respectively. We also use so-called polynomial macro-element
technique to obtain S1

5 and S1,2
5 spline spaces with quintic polynomials without using any

split technique.
Figure 4 shows the CT and PS splits with corresponding free and dependent domain

points respectively. In the CT split, each vertex of a triangle in T̂ is connected with its
centroid point to form three micro-triangles, as shown in Figure 4(a). We denote this

resulting triangulation as T̂ct. In the PS split, for each triangle we connect its incenter
to each of the three vertices and connect the two incenters of two triangles sharing a
common edge. In addition, we connect the middle of each boundary edge to the incenter
of the associated triangle, resulting in six micro-triangles. For the ease of implementation
in this paper, the centroid point instead of the incenter of each triangle is used as the
interior split point and the resulting triangulation is denoted as T̂ps, as shown in Figure
4(b).

Uniform refinement can also be performed as needed. For example, each triangle
can be subdivided into four sub-triangles by connecting the middle points of the edges.
This kind of 1-to-4 split based uniform refinement is used in our subsequent analysis of
convergence during mesh refinement.

3. Domain parametrization with Cr rTBS

In this section we present our method for discretizing a physical domain Ω into a
collection of rational Bézier triangles without any geometric approximation error.

Given an arbitrary 2D domain Ω and its NURBS-represented boundary Γ, we seek a
geometric map G(ξ), ξ ∈ Ω̂ such that the physical domain Ω is the image of the geometric
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(a) Cubic C1 mesh using CT split. (b) Quadratic C1 mesh using PS split.

Figure 4: The CT and PS refinements of macro-triangles with C1 continuity constraints. The dependent
domain points (white solids) are determined by the free domain points (red solids) through the continuity
constraints. The shaded areas indicate where the continuity constraints are imposed.

map G(ξ) over a parametric domain Ω̂ where the physical boundary is exactly reproduced
by the map. In addition, the geometric map G(ξ) is continuous and differentiable up to
any desired degree of continuity Cr. This can be achieved in three main steps as described
below:

(i) Form a polygonal parametric domain Ω̂ and its triangulation T̂ from the given
physical domain Ω and the triangulation T0. Establish a C0 geometric map G0

between them: G0 : Ω̂T̂ 7→ ΩT0 .

(ii) Construct a set of Cr basis ψ(ξ) on Ω̂T̂ .

(iii) Construct a Cr continuous triangulation T of Ω and establish a globally Cr geo-

metric map G(ξ) from the parametric domain Ω̂T̂ to the physical domain ΩT .

In the following subsections we explain in detail on each step. The method was
initially proposed in [38], here we add an additional step (step (4) in Section 3.1) to avoid
possible self-intersection in the physical mesh.

3.1. Construction of a C0 geometric map G0

The process is illustrated in Figure 5 and can be described as follows.

(1) Given a domain Ω with NURBS boundary curves of degree d (Figure 5(a)), we
subdivide each NURBS curve into a set of Bézier curves via knot insertions (Figure
5(b)).

(2) The end points of these Bézier curves are connected to form a polygonal parametric

domain Ω̂. The domain Ω̂ is then triangulated using Delaunay triangulation to obtain
T̂0 and the associated domain points are generated according to Eq.(8) (Figure 5(d)).

(3) In order to reproduce the exact NURBS boundary in later Cr parametrization, we

further adjust those vertices in T̂0 that correspond to Ck (k ≥ r) knot points in
the physical boundary. We move each such boundary vertex to the line segment
connecting the adjacent vertices of Cq (0 ≤ q < r) smoothness, and so that the
length-ratio of consecutive edges is the same as the ratio of the corresponding knot
intervals in the NURBS boundary curve. For example, in Figure 5(d) and 5(e),

|v0v1| : |v1v2| : |v2v3| : |v3v4| = (t1 − t0) : (t2 − t1) : (t3 − t2) : (t4 − t3).
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If there are too few Cq knots points in the boundary curve to form a suitable domain
Ω̂, some smooth knot points (such as the two points marked as red squares in the
inner circular boundary in Figure 5(a)) are also used as corner points to form the
polygonal domain (Figure 5(c)). In this way, we obtain a C0 parametrization with Cr

smoothness along the boundary except at corner vertices where the smoothness is C0

[38]. The quality of the parametric mesh may also be improved by using appropriate
techniques such as the smoothing method in [38].

(4) Replace the boundary control points of Ω̂T̂ with corresponding control points of the
Bézier curves in the physical domain to obtain a triangulation T0 on the physical
domain (Figure 5(e)).

(5) Check the physical mesh T0 to see if there is self-folding. If so (see Figure 5(j)
for example, because of the over recessed control points, the control polygon of the
curved boundary intersects with the other two boundaries of the element, causing
self-folding of the mesh.), we subdivide the Bézier boundary curve where self-folding
occurs and repeat steps (2)-(3) until a valid physical mesh T0 is obtained (Figure
5(f), 5(g), 5(i)).

Alternatively, after replacing the boundary control points, we can apply mesh mov-
ing technique where the movement of the control points is governed by the elastic
equation [46]. The resulting mesh by applying the mesh moving technique of mesh
in Figure 5(e) is shown in Figure 5(o), where the self-folding has disappeared. Al-
though the mesh moving technique does not guarantee a valid mesh, it works quite
well in our practice. Better domain parametrization can be obtained by optimization
techniques such as in [37].

To check the quality of the mesh, the determinant of the Jacobian of the meshes are
calculated as

det(J) = det[D1
0,1,−1b(ξ), D1

−1,0,1b(ξ)], (12)

where D1
0,1,−1b(ξ) and D1

−1,0,1b(ξ) are the first order directional derivatives of b(ξ) in
directions (0, 1,−1) and (−1, 0, 1) respectively [29]. In Figure 5(l), negative Jacobian
determinant can be seen, indicating self-folding occurs. After using either subdivision
or mesh moving technique, the Jacobian determinant all becomes positive, as shown in
Figure 5(n) and 5(p) respectively, which means there is no self-folding.

Note that the Cr knot points on the physical boundary, after mapped to C0 corner
points on the parametric domain, become singular points. An example of such Cr knot
points is the end points of the circular Bézier segments in Figure 5(b). In order to alleviate
such singularity issue, the mesh moving technique is always recommended instead of the
subdivision method to produce the physical mesh.

3.2. Construction of Cr spline basis ψ(ξ) on T̂

Let Dd,T̂ denote the set of domain points for triangulation T̂ as defined in (8), v ∈ Dd,T̂
a domain point and bv its ordinate. A piecewise polynomial function f(ξ) ∈ Sd, ξ ∈ R2

can be expressed in terms of the rational C0 Bernstein basis φ and corresponding nodal
ordinates bD

d,T̂
as

f(ξ) =
∑

i

biφi(ξ) = bTD
d,T̂
φ(ξ) (13)
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(a) Input domain with
NURBS boundary.

(b) Bézier extraction (c) Polygonal parametric
mesh.

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

1

(d) Parametric mesh with
domain points. vi are bound-
ary vertices corresponding to
C1 knots points in 5(e).

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

1

(e) Physical mesh after
boundary replacement. ti
are knot values of corre-
sponding C1 knot points.

(f) Local Subdivision on the
circle.

(g) New parametric mesh. (h) New parametric mesh. (i) New physical mesh after
boundary replacement.

1

(j) Detailed view of Figure (e). Because of
the over recessed control points, the control
polygon of the curved boundary intersects
with the other two boundaries of the element,
causing self-folding of the mesh.

1

(k) Detailed view of Figure (i). The con-
trol polygon of the curved boundary is
contained between the other two bound-
aries of the element, the mesh is clear of
self-folding.
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(l) Jacobian determinant of
mesh in Figure 5(e).

 

 

(m) Zoom-in view of the
folded area.

(n) Jacobian Determinant of
mesh in Figure 5(i).

(o) Physical mesh obtained by
mesh moving of Figure 5(e).

 

 

1.2

2.2

3.2

(p) Jacobian determinant of
mesh in Figure 5(o).

Figure 5: Construction of parametric and physical mesh Ω̂T̂ and ΩT (Figure 5(h) and 5(i) respectively)
for a given input domain bounded by NURBS curves (Figure 5(a)). White and red squares are the end
and interior control points respectively of the boundaries. White circles are the domain and control
points of the mesh.
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Further, for a Cr continuous spline f ∈ Srd , the Cr smoothness conditions (9) among
the Bézier ordinates imply that we cannot assign arbitrary values to every coefficient of f .
Instead, only certain coefficients corresponding to a reduced determining set of domain
pointsMd,T̂ ⊂ Dd,T̂ can be assigned, and all remaining coefficients will be determined by
the smoothness conditions. WhenMd,T̂ is the smallest set among all possible determining
sets, we call Md,T̂ a minimal determining set (MDS) [29, 47] and the domain points in

it free nodes. We define a set of basis ψ(ξ) for the spline space Srd(T̂ ) in terms of these
free nodes as

ψ(ξ) = {ψv ∈ Srd(T̂ ) : bvbu = δv,u, ∀u,v ∈Md,T̂}, (14)

where ψv is the basis function at domain point v and δv,u is the Kronecker delta.
The construction of such explicit MDS and hence the basis of the underlying spline

space is not a trivial task. One approach is direct construction through macro-elements.
That is, according to the connectivity of the triangle elements in a specific triangulation,
one can directly choose a set of free domain points based on which all other domain
points are determined through necessary continuity constraints. In this paper we refer
this as the direct construction (DC) method and the resulting spaces as macro-element
spaces. Some examples have been given in [29], including quintic C1 polynomial macro-

element space S1,2
5 (T̂ ), quadratic C1 PS macro-element space S1

2 (T̂ps), cubic C1 CT macro-

element space S1
3 (T̂ct) and quintic C2 PS macro-element space S2,3

5 (T̂ps), where S1,2
5 (T̂ )

and S2,3
5 (T̂ps) are in fact superspline spaces with S1,2

5 (T̂ ) having C2 supersmoothness at

every vertex and S2,3
5 (T̂ps) having C3 supersmoothness at every vertex and splitting point

of the macro-elements and across the three interior edges not connecting to the vertices
of each macro-element.

Alternatively the MDS can also be constructed by analyzing a homogeneous linear
system of the smoothness conditions (9) for all pairs of triangles sharing an interior edge,
which is

AbD
d,T̂

= 0 (15)

where A is a coefficient matrix depending on the geometry of the domain triangles and
bD

d,T̂
are n Bézier ordinates for the domain points in Dd,T̂ . The dimension of the space

Srd(T̂ ) thus is

dimSrd(T̂ ) = dimS0
d(T̂ )− rank A. (16)

Revealing the rank of A requires Gaussian elimination (GE). However, this is chal-
lenging in floating point arithmetic for geometry with degeneracies, which would lead
to increased rank deficiencies of A and can be easily obscured by inexact computations
[47]. To overcome such issue a modified Gaussian elimination procedure based on residual
arithmetic is presented in [47]. This method makes use of the fact that the vertices of the
triangulation are pixels and the coordinates of the pixels are integers. Interested readers
may see [47] for a more detailed discussion of this method.

In our work besides the DC method described in [29], we also use the standard GE
with complete pivoting to construct the MDS. We use GE in two types of situations. The
first is for triangulations constructed through macro-elements, the GE method can be
used to identify stable basis for analysis. Although it is not based on residual arithmetic,
it works well for the examples shown in Section 7. The second is for general triangulations
where the goal is simply to obtain smooth pre-refinement geometric map (See section 6),
rather than a stable basis.
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With the known MDS, after some manipulations on matrix A, Eq.(15) can be trans-
formed to the form

bD
d,T̂

= CTbM
d,T̂

(17)

where C is called the continuity matrix. For the convenience of applying Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions, a boundary MDS is also enforced as stated in [38], which means the com-
plete boundary will be uniquely determined by the free nodes on the boundaries only.
The rationality behind boundary MDS is as follows. The number of free nodes along the
boundary equals to the total number of boundary nodes minus the number of continuity
constraints along the boundary. A Cr vertex along a boundary leads to r boundary nodes
to be dependent on adjacent boundary nodes. That is, among 2r + 1 neighboring nodes
of a Cr boundary vertex, any r nodes can be set as dependent nodes whose values are
determined by the other r+1 free nodes. If all free nodes with influence on the boundary
dependent nodes are on the boundary, the set of all such free nodes form a boundary
MDS. In practice this formation process is accomplished by exchanging any dependent
boundary node that depends on internal free nodes with one internal free node and ma-
nipulating the continuity matrix C accordingly. More specifically, if any boundary node
pb is dependent on at least one internal free node pi, we then re-write the smoothness
constraint equation by making pi the dependent node depending on pb. Meanwhile, the
continuity matrix C needs to be modified accordingly as follows. A free node appears
in C as a column with a single 1 that is otherwise all zeros. If a dependent boundary
node is dependent on a free internal node, then by scaling this free basis row, and adding
multiples of it to zero the boundary node’s column, we replace the internal free node by
one on the boundary. More details with figure illustration can be found in [38].

Combining Eq.(17) and (13), the Cr continuous function f now can be expressed in
terms of the free nodal ordinates bM

d,T̂
as

f(ξ) = bTD
d,T̂
φ(ξ) = bTM

d,T̂
Cφ(ξ) = bTM

d,T̂
ψ(ξ) (18)

where
ψ(ξ) = Cφ(ξ) (19)

is a set of global Cr basis functions composed as the linear combinations of the C0

Bernstein basis φ(ξ). In this way, we can represent the Cr Bézier elements in terms of
the C0 elements. A similar procedure known as Bézier extraction has been explained in
data fitting and the FEM [20], and later used in IGA with NURBS [48] and T-spline [49]
elements respectively.

3.3. Construction of Cr geometric map G(ξ)

After identifying the free control points pfi corresponding to the free domain points in
Md,T̂ , all the control points p for rTBS elements in the physical mesh T are overridden
with a set of control points satisfying the Cr continuity constraints

p = CTpf . (20)

Note that generally the boundary control points will not be overridden since the
boundary is already Cr in the previous C0 parametrization (Step (3) in Section 3.1),
unless some Cq (0 ≤ q < r) knot points are mapped to corners of the parametric domain
which invokes singularities in the parametrization [37]. An example is given in Figure 6
where a C1 physical mesh is constructed by using CT macro-elements from the C0 mesh
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in Figure 5(o). In the C1 physical mesh in Figure 6(a), there are three singularities which
are mapped to the three corner points of the inner triangle in Figure 6(b). The control
points in the boundary MDS determining the inner circle are indicated with larger marker
size. As can be seen, the Jacobian determinants at the three singularities are zero, since
the control points around these singularities are colinear (Figure 6(a)), meaning the C1

smoothness is maintained. In case of critical analysis results are desired around such
potential singularities, one can alleviate their influence by using optimization technique
such as [37], or by locally reducing the continuity around them to C0, as explained in [38].
In addition, for complex geometries it may invoke distortion or even foldings in the Cr

geometric map when overriding the interior control points. When this happens, a proper
optimization technique such as [37] can be used.

(a) C1 physical mesh con-
structed by using CT macro-
elements from the C0 mesh
in Figure 5(o). Points in the
boundary MDS of the inner
circle are indicated with larger
marker size.

(b) Corresponding C1 para-
metric mesh. Points in the
boundary MDS of the inner
circle are indicated with larger
marker size.

(c) Jacobian determinant of mesh
in Figure 6(a). The Jacobian de-
terminants at the three singular
points are zero.

Figure 6: C1 mesh constructed by using CT macro-elements and its Jacobian determinant. In the C1

physical mesh in Figure 6(a), there are three singular points which are mapped to the three corner points
of the inner triangle in Figure 6(b). The control points in the boundary MDS determining the inner
circle are indicated with larger marker size. The Jacobian determinants at the three singular points
are zero, since the control points around these singularities are colinear (Figure 6(a)), meaning the C1

smoothness is maintained.

Now we obtain the Cr geometric map G(ξ) : Ω̂ → Ω in terms of rational Cr basis
functions ψi(ξ), or equivalently, the rational C0 Bernstein basis functions φj(ξ) as

G(ξ) =
m∑

i

pfi ψi(ξ) =
n∑

j

pjφj(ξ), (21)

where m and n are the dimension of the space Srd and S0
d respectively.

4. Isogeometric analysis using rTBS elements

In this section we describe the method of isogeometric analysis using rTBS elements
where the classical Galerkin formulation is applied. The problems considered in this
paper include linear elasticity and Poisson problem. The governing equation for the
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linear elasticity is 



∇ · σ + b = 0 on Ω

σ = D∇su

σ · n = t on Γt

u = ū on Γu,

(22)

where D is the elasticity matrix, b and t refer to body force and traction respectively,
u is the displacement, Γt and Γu are the portions of the boundary where traction and
displacement are specified respectively. The Poisson problem is defined as

{
−∇2u = f in Ω,

u = ū on Γ,
(23)

where f : Ω→ R is a given function and ū denotes prescribed boundary values.
Using the basis constructed in the previous section, we approximate the solution in

the corresponding parametric domain as

û(ξ) =
∑

i

uiψi(ξ) = uTψ (24)

where ui corresponds to the approximate solution’s Bézier ordinate at the i-th domain
point in the parametric domain Ω̂T̂ , as illustrated in Figure 1. The solution u(x) over
the domain ΩT in the physical space is obtained by composing û(ξ) with the inverse of
the geometric mapping G−1 such that u(x) : Ω 7→ R2,

u(x) = û(ξ) ◦G−1(x). (25)

After inserting the approximate solution and basis functions into the corresponding weak
form of the PDE, we obtain the following mass and stiffness matrices respectively as

M0 =

∫

Ω

φ · φ dΩ, (26)

K0 =

∫

Ω

∇φ · ∇φ dΩ, (27)

for C0 elements. For Cr elements, we calculate the mass and stiffness matrices using the
fact that the Cr basis ψ are linear combinations of C0 basis φ,

Mr =

∫

Ω

ψ ·ψ dΩ =

∫

Ω

(Cφ) · (Cφ) dΩ = CTM̃0C, (28)

Kr =

∫

Ω

∇ψ · ∇ψ dΩ =

∫

Ω

(C∇φ) · (C∇φ) dΩ = CT K̃0C, (29)

where M̃0 and K̃0 are the mass and stiffness matrices respectively for the same Cr

elements in terms of the C0 basis φ. The difference between M̃0 and M0, K̃0 and
K0 is due to the potential relocation of the control points to satisfy the Cr continuity
constraints for the Cr elements. The assembly process for such matrices is different from
the one in [38], where the entries in Mr and Kr are calculated directly after identifying
the basis function ψi supporting each element from the continuity matrix C. Instead we
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assemble M̃0 and K̃0 first using the C0 basis φ as in classical C0 FEM and then multiply
the continuity matrix C to obtain Mr and Kr as shown in Eq.(28) and (29). This
implementation can be readily applied in any existing FEM routine without changing
the assembly process. The numerical integration is performed in each element (micro-
element if split is used) by using standard and collapsed [50] Gaussian quadrature rules
on the boundaries and element interiors respectively. Specifically, the integrals are first
pulled back onto the parametric domain and then onto a parent element of right-angled
isosceles triangle, as shown in Figure 1.

Due to the use of boundary MDS mentioned earlier, the Dirichlet boundary conditions
can be imposed similarly as in NURBS based IGA. Typical strategies include the least
square method (used in this work), weak imposition using Lagrange multiplier and an
improved transformation method [51].

5. Approximation property of the rTBS space

It is already known that the set of Bernstein basis functions of degree d over a trian-
gulation form a basis for the polynomial space of degree d[29], thus for C0 basis the same
error estimate holds as for classical finite element methods and optimal convergence rates
can be guaranteed. In this section we focus on how well Cr continuous functions can be
approximated by rTBS.

It has been proven in [29] that if there exists a subspace of Srd(T̂ ) with a stable local

minimal determining set, then Srd(T̂ ) has the approximation power up to d + 1. That is

for every f ∈ Hd+1, there exists a spline s ∈ Srd(T̂ ) such that

|f − s|Wk,d+1(Ω̂) ≤ Chd+1−k
T̂

|f |W d+1,d+1(Ω̂), 0 ≤ k ≤ d, (30)

where Hk and W k,p are the Hilbert and Sobolev spaces respectively with |·| the associated

seminorm, hT̂ is the length of the longest edge in T̂ , the constant C depends only on d

and the smallest angle in T̂ , and the Lipschitz constant of the boundary of Ω̂.
Although the result (30) is derived in the TBS space, following NURBS based IGA

in [39, 52], a similar result in the rTBS space can be derived as

|f − ΠSf |Hk(τ) ≤ Cwh
d+1−k
T̂

|f |W d+1,d+1(Ω̂), ∀f ∈ Hd+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ d, (31)

where ΠS is the projector on the rTBS space Srd , the constant Cw differs from C by the

extra dependence on the weight function w and τ is an element in the triangulation T̂ .
Finally we define the projector ΠU : L2(Ω)→ U rd as

ΠUf := (ΠS(f ◦G)) ◦G−1, ∀f ∈ L2(Ω), (32)

where U rd is the space of rTBS on the physical domain Ω (the push-forward of the rTBS

space Srd on the parametric domain Ω̂), as shown in Figure 7.
Now the error estimate on the physical domain Ω can be derived as

|f − ΠUf |Hk(T ) ≤ Cwh
d+1−k
T

d+1∑

i=0

‖∇G‖i−d−1
L∞(G−1(T ))|f |Hi(T ), ∀f ∈ Hd+1(Ω), (33)

where G is the geometric map, T = G(T̂ ), and hT is the longest element edge in T .
Eq.(33) implies the rTBS space on the physical domain delivers the optimal rate of
convergence, which is d+ 1− k in terms of the error norm in Hk space for polynomials of
degree d, provided that there is a set of local stable basis for Srd and the geometric map
G remains the same for different mesh size hT .
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Figure 7: ΠUf is the push-forward of the rTBS projector ΠS(f ◦G), where f ∈ L2(Ω) and f ◦G ∈ L2(Ω̂).

6. Pre-refinement smooth geometric map

As shown in the previous section, in order to evaluate the convergence rate upon
h-refinement, the geometric map must remain the same during refinement. In the sec-
tion below, we first show the need for a smooth pre-refinement geometric map. We then
introduce a strategy to construct a pre-refinement geometric map that possesses suffi-
cient smoothness to maintain the consistency of the geometric map for all subsequent
refinements.

6.1. Need for a pre-refinement smooth geometric map

Let 40 ⊂ 41 ⊂ 42 ⊂ · · · ⊂ 4n be a nested sequence of triangulations where
4k−1 ⊂ 4k means 4k is a refinement of 4k−1 by subdividing each triangle in 4k−1 into
several sub-triangles. We denote the Cr spline space defined on4k as Srd(4k). If the mesh

sequences in the parametric domain are nested, that is, T̂0 ⊂ T̂1 ⊂ T̂2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ T̂n, and the
resulting triangulations in the physical domain under the geometric map Gk : T̂k 7→ Tk
are also nested as T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tn, we then say the geometric map Gk for the
space Srd(4k) is consistent during the refinement sequence.

For accurate isogeometric analysis with Cr rTBS elements, elements need to be suf-
ficiently small. A simple and intuitive way is to first obtain C0 coarse mesh from the
procedure outlined in Section 3.1, perform uniform refinement on the C0 mesh until the
elements are small enough for accurate analysis, and then impose Cr smoothness con-
straints through a macro-element based DC technique or GE. That is, for space Srd , we
first create a nested sequence of triangulations T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tn in the physical
domain, and then impose Cr continuity constraints on each mesh Tk and relocate the
dependent control points to ensure Cr smoothness. This is the route used in our earlier
paper [38]. Although such a refine-then-smooth approach is able to create arbitrarily
small rTBS elements with desired continuity for analysis, the resulting geometric map
may not be consistent during the refinement. That is, the resulting elements are not
nested after the refinement. As such, optimal convergence cannot be achieved with such
an approach. We use two examples below to demonstrate such a lack of consistency in
the resulting Cr geometric map with the refine-then-smooth approach.

Our notation in various refinement and splits are as follows. We use the subscripts
u, ct, ps to indicate uniform refinement, CT split and PS split respectively and use them
in the same sequential order as these refinements are performed, while the superscript
indicates the order of smoothness. For example, T 1

ct,u,u,ps represents a C1 smooth mesh
obtained by performing a CT split followed by two uniform refinements and a PS split on
the mesh T . Note that the CT and PS split are usually followed by imposing continuity
constraints. Here we use ct∗ and ps∗ to indicate the respective split before imposing
continuity constraints.
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(a) Initial quadratic parametric

mesh T̂ 0.

(b) Initial quadratic physical
mesh T 0.

Figure 8: Initial parametric and C0 physical mesh of a domain with curved boundary.

(a) T 0
ct⇤. (b) T 0

u,ct⇤. (c) T 0
u,u,ct⇤.

(d) T 1
ct. (e) T 1

u,ct. (f) T 1
u,u,ct.

Figure 1: Uniform refinement of C0 elements in Fig. ??, followed by the
CT split to obtain C1 smoothness, leads to inconsistency in the resulting
geometric map. The first row are C0 meshes where red points are free points,
white circles and blue squares are all dependent control points except blue
squares are dependent points which do not satisfy the continuity condition
while the white circles do. That is, the blue square control points in top
row are relocated to their di↵erent respective positions in the bottom row to
satisfy the continuity constraints.

1

 

 

Dependent nodes

Free nodes
Moved dependent nodes

1

Figure 9: Uniform refinement of C0 elements in Fig. 8, followed by the CT split to obtain C1 smoothness,
leads to inconsistency in the resulting geometric map. The first row is C0 meshes where red points are free
points, white circles and blue squares are all dependent control points except blue squares are dependent
points which do not satisfy the continuity condition while the white circles do. That is, the blue square
control points in top row are relocated to their different respective positions in the bottom row to satisfy
the continuity constraints.
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An example is given below where a domain is initially parametrized into five C0 el-
ements, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows a nested sequence of triangulations from
such initial C0 elements through uniform refinement. CT splits are then performed to
obtain splines in the S1

3 space. The first row is C0 meshes before continuity constraints
are actually imposed, where the red points are free control points whose locations can
be chosen freely, the white circles and blue squares are dependent control points whose
locations are determined through the continuity constraints. Particularly, the white cir-
cles have already satisfied the continuity condition, while the blue squares are not and
need to be relocated to obtain C1 smoothness. As can be seen, the blue squares are dis-
tributed only near the common edges shared by the initial five elements in Figure 8(b).
After relocating the control points, as shown in the bottom row, the meshes have been
locally changed and are no longer nested. The relocation of some control points pi (blue
squares) to satisfy the continuity constraints thus leads to a change of the geometric map
according to Eq.(21).

Our second example concerns a kind of macro-elements in the superspline space Sr,ρd ,
ρ > r, as defined in (11), where supersmoothness Cρ happens at the vertices or edges of
the macro-triangles. Uniform refinement of such elements followed by the same macro-
element technique to achieve supersmoothness at macro-element vertices or edges would
lead to inconsistent geometric maps. An example is given in Figure 10 where the initial
mesh (Figure 10a) in superspline space S1,2

5 is obtained by DC based on the quintic C1

macro-element technique [29]. This initial mesh is globally C1 but with C2 smoothness
at the vertices of macro-triangles. If we start refining from this initial T 1,2 mesh as shown
in Figure 10(a) where the smoothness at the green stars are C2 and the smoothness at
the gray stars in the refined mesh is still C1. In order to obtain a stable basis in the
S1,2

5 with the same macro-element technique, all macro vertices need to be C2 smooth.
Thus we need to relocate the control points marked by the blue squares to achieve C2

smoothness at all macro vertices since many of them only possess C1 smoothness before
refinement. As the mesh is refined, there are more and more vertices that need to be
relocated to achieve C2 smoothness. Such relocation of control points to achieve higher-
order smoothness at more and more vertices and edges of refined macro-triangles, due
to supersmoothness requirement at vertices of macro-triangles in the S1,2

5 macro-element
space, leads to the loss of consistency of the geometric map.

To overcome such inconsistency of the geometric map during the refinement, we rec-
ommend a geometric map with sufficient smoothness be constructed before the refine-
ment. For the usual Cr splines, the pre-refinement geometric map should be at least
Cr smooth. For superspline space Sr,ρd where supersmoothness occurs at the vertices or
edges of macro-triangles, we recommend to construct a Cρ pre-refinement map based on
which we perform refinement. In this way, all refined elements are globally Cρ smooth
and the supersmoothness required at those vertices and edges are therefore satisfied. The
refinement sequence is nested and the geometric map remains unchanged.

Note if supersmoothness happens at the interior vertices or edges of macro-triangles
after the splits, refinement of such elements does not need to relocate dependent control
points to satisfy the continuity constraints. This is because, at these internal vertices
and edges of a macro-triangle, the continuity is already C∞. For example, although
the quadratic C1 PS macro-element and cubic C1 CT macro-element spaces are also
superspline spaces, their supersmoothness occurs inside the macro-elements where the
geometric smoothness is infinity. Thus they can be treated as regular Cr spaces in terms
of smoothness requirement of the pre-refinement geometric map.
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(a) T 1,2 (initial mesh). (b) T 1,2
u (one refinement). (c) T 1,2

u,u (two refinements).

Figure 10: Uniform refinement of C1,2 elements in superspline space S1,25 , then with the quintic C1

macro-element technique to obtain the global C1 smoothness with C2 smoothness at vertices of all macro-
triangles, leads to inconsistent geometric map. Red points are free points, white circles are dependent
control points which satisfy the needed smoothness condition and blue squares are dependent control
points which do not satisfy the smoothness condition.

6.2. Construction of a pre-refinement smooth geometric map

Our remedy to avoid the inconsistency of the Cr geometric map during the refinement
is to construct a pre-refinement map that is sufficiently smooth. We then apply refine-
ments on it, and follow up with the Cr continuity constraints to obtain a stable basis for
Cr rTBS elements, as outlined in Section 3.2. The refined mesh inherits the continuity.
The refined control points therefore do not need to be relocated since they already satisfy
the continuity conditions. Thus the resulting meshes are Cr smooth and nested, and the
geometric map remains the same for all subsequent refinements.

By the previous sections it is straightforward to obtain such a sufficiently smooth
pre-refinement mesh for a given domain. If the domain is bounded by straight line
segments, recalling that the domain points in the parametric mesh always satisfy the
smoothness condition, we can generate the control points in the location obtained by
an affine transformation of the domain points in the parametric mesh, then the physical
mesh obtained will satisfy the needed smoothness condition as well. If the domain has
curved boundaries, we can either use the method in Section 3.2 which constructs a Cr

mesh with a set of stable local basis, or simply relocate the control points to satisfy the
smooth conditions by Gaussian elimination.

Two examples are given for the mesh refinement sequences in S1
3 (Tct) and S1,2

5 (T ), as
shown in Figure 11 where the meshes in a refinement sequence are overlaid. The first row
shows that if no smooth pre-refinement map is constructed, the geometric map clearly
changes during refinement. Particularly, for the mesh sequence in S1,2

5 (T ), even if the
movements of the blue square points are so small, it will affect the convergence rates, as
will be shown later in the numerical examples. In the second row, we first construct a
pre-refinement smooth geometric map that is C1 for space S1

3 (Tct) and C2 for S1,2
5 (T ) by

relocating the control points using Gaussian elimination, then refine the meshes based on
the smooth map. It can be seen that the map remains the same during the refinement.

It is worthy to mention the difference between the pre-refinement Cr smooth geometric
map in this section and the Cr map in Section 3.2. The reason for a pre-refinement smooth
geometric map is purely geometric. That is, we just need to create a Cr map which maps
the parametric domain to the physical domain and recovers the original boundary, without
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(a) Overlapped mesh
sequence in S13 (Tct)
without pre-refinement
smooth map.

(b) Overlapped mesh
sequence in S1,25 (T )
without pre-refinement
smooth map. The in-
visible difference among
overlapped meshes is
shown in Figure 11(c).
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(c) Normalized movements (with re-
spect to the maximum element size)
of control points marked with blue
squares in T 1,2

u,u (Figure 10(c)) to
satisy the continuity constraints.

(d) Overlapped mesh se-
quence in S13 (Tct) with pre-
refinement smooth map.

(e) Overlapped mesh se-
quence in S1,25 (T ) with pre-
refinement smooth map.

 

 

Init ial mesh

First refinement

Second refinement

Figure 11: Comparison of geometric map during h-refinement (first row) without and with pre-refinement
(second row) smooth geometric map in S13 (Tct) and S1,25 (T ). The meshes in a refinement sequence are
overlapped with blue, black and red color representing mesh with no h-refinement, after 1 h-refinement
and 2 h-refinement respectively. The solid lines are the edges of the macro-elements while the dashed
lines are the splitting edges of the micro-elements. The first row clearly shows that the geometric map
has changed during refinement without pre-refinement smooth map. The second row shows the geometric
map remains the same with pre-refinement smooth geometric map.
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the need for a set of stable local basis for analysis. Such a smooth pre-refinement map
is needed so that, during the refinement, the control points do not need to relocate since
they would already satisfy the continuity conditions. Thus, the pre-refinement map is
kept consistent during the refinement. On the other hand, in order to approximate a field
in analysis a set of stable basis is necessary and should be constructed by the methods
presented in Section 3.2. For example, in cubic space S1

3 (Tct) with CT split, if we have
created a C1 pre-refinement map using CT split, as shown in Figure 12(a), even if it is
C1 after uniform refinement (Figure 12(b)), we still need to perform CT split again in
order to construct a set of stable local basis in S1

3 (Tct) to be used in analysis, as shown
in Figure 12(c).

(a) Cubic C1 mesh obtained by
DC with CT macro-elements.
The space S13 is well defined on
a cubic mesh with CT macro-
elements.

(b) C1 mesh after uniformly re-
fining mesh in (a). The dimen-
sion of the space S13 on this tri-
angulation is unknown.

(c) CT split is perfomred again
on the mesh in (b) to construct a
set of stable local basis that de-
fines S13 .

Figure 12: Smooth-refine-smooth procedure. The purpose of the first CT split is to construct a pre-
refinement smooth geometric map, while the CT split at the last step is to construct a set of C1 stable
local basis for analysis.

7. Numerical results

In this section we demonstrate how optimal convergence rates can be achieved using
rTBS-based isogeometric analysis for different problems with different elements. Only
macro-elements are used as discussed in Section 5 to ensure optimal rates can be achieved.
We first show that on a domain bounded by straight line segments, optimal convergence
rates are achieved in all presented spaces. Then we demonstrate that, for domains with
curved boundaries, if no pre-refinement smooth map is constructed to keep the Cr geo-
metric map consistent during refinement, the convergence rates are lower than optimal.
Then with the pre-refinement smooth map as discussed in Section 6, optimal conver-
gence rates are achieved in all cases. The results are demonstrated on two examples, one
Poisson problem on a complex domain with three holes and one elastic problem on a
plate domain. We also show the advantage of local refinement in rTBS for the elasticity
problem. Note, in all examples below, the element size in the convergence study refers
to the maximal length of the edges in the micro-elements.

7.1. Domain with all straight boundaries: Poisson problem

The first example is a triangular domain with a triangular hole as shown in Figure
13. All sides consist of straight line segments. The governing equation is (23) with the
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open set domain Ω being defined as

Ω :=

{
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(34)
The body force is

f(x, y) = −(x2 + y2)exy, (35)

and the exact solution is given by

u(x, y) = exy. (36)

(a) Problem domain. (b) Initial parametric mesh. (c) Initial physical mesh.

(d) Quadratic mesh S02 . (e) Cubic mesh S03 . (f) Quintic mesh S05 .

Figure 13: Problem domain and initial C0 meshes for the Poisson problem.

Based on our parametrization strategy in Section 3, the parametric domain is the
same as the physical domain since the boundary edges are all straight. The initial linear
mesh is obtained by the Delaunay triangulation of the problem domain as shown in Figure
13. By degree elevation we obtain meshes corresponding to quadratic, cubic and quintic
C0 spline spaces respectively as shown in the second row of Figure 13. We only show the
physical meshes since the parametric meshes are the same as the corresponding physical
meshes.

Meshes corresponding to Cr spaces with stable basis for analysis can be obtained
through the macro-element techniques via either the DC or GE method as described
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in Section 3. Figure 14 shows the Cr mesh corresponding to C0 meshes in Figure 13,
including quadratic C1 PS macro-element space S1

2 (Tps), cubic C1 CT macro-element
space S1

3 (Tct), quintic C1 polynomial macro-element space S1
5 (T ), S1,2

5 (T ) and quintic C2

PS macro-element space S2
5 (Tps) and S2,3

5 (Tps). The dimension of each space (number of
independent basis functions) is also reported. As can be seen, for S1

2 (Tps) and S1
3 (Tct),

although the MDS obtained by DC and GE may be different, the dimension of the spaces
are exactly the same, and so are the numerical solutions resulted from the two methods.
For the quintic C1 and C2 spaces, DC yields superspline spaces which have smaller
dimension than the ones obtained by GE. For example, the space S1,2

5 (T ) obtained by
DC has dimension 96 (Figure 14(e)) while the space S1

5 (T ) obtained by GE has dimension
120 (Figure 14(f)), and the space S2,3

5 (Tps) obtained by DC has dimension 120 (Figure
14(g)) while the space S2

5 (Tps) obtained by GE has dimension 252 (Figure 14(h)).
To study the convergence, uniform refinements are performed on the initial C0 meshes

(2nd row in Figure 13) before the same macro-element techniques are used to obtain sta-
ble Cr basis. The refinement sequences for these spaces are {Tps, Tu,ps, Tu,··· ,u,ps, · · · } in
S1

2 (Tps), {Tct, Tu,ct, Tu,··· ,u,ct, · · · } in S1
3 (Tct), {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · } in S1,2

5 (T ), {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · }
in S1

5 (T ), {Tps, Tu,ps, Tu,··· ,u,ps, · · · } in S2,3
5 (Tps) and {Tps, Tu,ps, Tu,··· ,u,ps, · · · } in S2

5 (Tps).
Note, in this example, no pre-refinement smooth map was explicitly constructed. The
reason for this is that, for domains bounded by straight line segments, the parametric
mesh are identical to the physical mesh and the geometric map is in fact C∞ smooth.

In our convergence study, we compute the analysis error by

eu =

[∫

Ω

(unum − uexact) · (unum − uexact)dΩ

]1/2

, (37)

where unum and uexact are the numerical and exact solutions respectively. The longest
edge hmax of the triangles in the physical mesh is considered as the mesh parameter.
As shown in Figure 15, optimal convergence rates are achieved in the tested C0, C1

and C2 spaces, including in the superspline spaces S1,2
5 (T ) in Figure 15(b) and S2,3

5 (Tps)
in Figure 15(c). Particularly, comparing with the regular Cr spline space, the same
optimal convergence rate is obtained in the superspline space, but with far fewer degrees
of freedom. For example, for space S2

5(Tps), the DOF obtained via the GE method are
respectively 252, 843, 3063, and 11679, corresponding to the refinement sequences in Fig.
15(c). On the other hand, for the superspline S2,3

5 (Tps), the number of DOF obtained
via the DC method are respectively 120, 360, 1200, 4320 and 16320, corresponding to
the refinement sequences in Fig. 15(c). Note that for spaces S1

2 (Tps) and S1
3 (Tct), DC

and GE yield exactly the same analysis results and their convergence curves overlap with
each other in this figure.

The refinement steps, the methods for obtaining Cr stable basis for analysis, and the
convergence rates for each type of elements are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen
that optimal convergence rates have been achieved with all types of Cr rTBS elements.
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(a) S12 (Tps) by DC, dim=36. (b) S12 (Tps) by GE, dim=36.

(c) S13 (Tct) by DC, dim=60. (d) S13 (Tct) by GE, dim=60.

(e) S1,25 (T ) by DC, dim=96. (f) S15 (T ) by GE, dim=120.
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Table 1: Smooth-refinement-smooth steps and convergence rates of different Cr spaces for the problem
in Fig. 13.

Space

Step Pre-refinement map Refinement Stable basis Conv.

Smoothness Split Method Split Method rate

S1
2 (Tps) C∞ uniform PS DC or GE 3.0

S1
3 (Tct) C∞ uniform CT DC or GE 3.8

S1
5 (T ) C∞ uniform GE 6.0

S1,2
5 (T ) C∞ uniform DC 6.0

S2
5 (Tps) C∞ uniform PS GE 5.8

S2,3
5 (Tps) C∞ uniform PS DC 5.9

(g) S2,35 (Tps) by DC, dim=120. (h) S25 (Tps) by GE, dim=252.

Figure 14: Physical meshes (parametric meshes are the same) and dimension for different Cr spaces of
the problem in Figure 13. Red and white solids represent free and dependent nodes respectively.
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(c) Convergence rates in C2 space.

Figure 15: Error measured in the L2-norm vs. mesh parameter. Optimal convergence rates are obtained
in all shown spaces in Fig. 14.
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7.2. Domain with curved boundaries: Poisson problem

In this example we solve a Poisson problem on a L-shaped domain with three holes,
as shown in Figure 16(a). The boundaries of the domain are represented in NURBS with
weights are so chosen that exact circular holes are represented. The governing equation
is (23) with the open set domain Ω being defined as

Ω := {(x, y)| [(0 ≤ x ≤ 16)&(0 ≤ y ≤ 16)] \ [((8 < x < 16)&(8 < y < 16))∪
((x− 4)2 + (y − 4)2 < 4) ∪ ((x− 12)2 + (y − 4)2 < 4) ∪ ((x− 4)2 + (y − 12)2 < 4)

]}
.

(38)
The body force is

f(x, y) = 2 sin(x) sin(y), (39)

and the exact solution is given by

u(x, y) = sin(x) sin(y). (40)

(a) Problem domain with
NURBS boundary.

(b) Initial quadratic parametric
mesh.

(c) Initial quadratic physical
mesh.

Figure 16: Problem domain and initial parametrization for the Poisson problem. White nodes represents
the control points.

To create the initial parametric mesh, we first extract quadratic Bézier curves from the
NURBS boundary curves of the physical domain. Particularly, each circular boundary is
subtracted as four rational Bézier segments. The end points of these Bézier curves are
connected to form the initial parametric domain, which is then triangulated to obtain the
initial parametric mesh, as shown in Figure 16(b). We then replace the boundary control
points of the parametric mesh with corresponding points from the physical boundary to
obtain the initial physical mesh, as shown in Figure 16(c). The Cr stable basis for analysis
can be obtained as usual by degree elevation followed by either the DC or GE method
based on the macro-element techniques. Figure 17 shows the meshes corresponding to
quadratic C1 PS macro-element space S1

2 (Tps), cubic C1 CT macro-element space S1
3 (Tct),

quintic C1 polynomial macro-element space S1
5 (T ) and S1,2

5 (T ).
The refinement sequences used to evaluate the convergence are {Tps, Tps,u,ps, Tps,u,··· ,u,ps, · · · }

in S1
2 (Tps), {Tct, Tct,u,ct, Tct,u,··· ,u,ct, · · · } in S1

3 (Tct), {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · } in S1
5 (T ), and

{Tps, Tps,u, Tps,u,··· ,u, · · · } in S1,2
5 (T ). The methods for constructing pre-refinement smooth

maps, refinement, and methods of basis construction in each Cr space are summarized in
Table 2. For example, for the superspline space S1,2

5 (T ), the initial physical mesh is C2

smooth obtained by GE with PS macro-element. The four rows in Figure 17 correspond
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to the four initial pairs of parametric and physical meshes in the four convergence studies
respectively. The convergence rates obtained in C0 and C1 spaces are all optimal as
shown in Figure 18(a) and 18(b), where the convergence rates for quadratic, cubic and
quintic elements are 3, 4,and 6 respectively in all C0, C1 and S1,2 spaces.

Table 2: Smooth-refinement-smooth steps and convergence rates of different Cr spaces for the problem
in Fig. 16.

Space

Step Pre-refinement map Refinement Stable basis Conv.

Smoothness Split Method Split Method rate

S1
2 (Tps) C1 PS DC uniform PS DC 3.1

S1
3 (Tct) C1 CT DC uniform CT DC 3.9

S1
5 (T ) C1 GE uniform GE 6.0

S1,2
5 (T ) C2 PS GE uniform DC 5.7

If the refine-then-smooth strategy is used, that is, no smooth pre-refinement map is
constructed, the geometric map changes and convergence rate decreases as the mesh is
refined. As shown in Figure 19, although the rate in S1

2 (Tps) is optimal, the rates in
S1

3 (Tct) and S1
5 (T ) are only 3, and the rate in S1,2

5 (T ) decreases quickly to about 4.1.
Note that the extreme large errors in S1,2

5 (T ) for the coarse meshes are due to the poor
mesh quality.
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(a) Parametric mesh in S12 (T̂ps) with basis
obtained by DC with PS macro-elements.

(b) C1 physical mesh obtained by DC with
PS macro-elements.

(c) Parametric mesh in S13 (T̂ct) with basis
obtained by DC with CT macro-elements.

(d) C1 physical mesh obtained by DC with
CT macro-elements.

(e) Parametric mesh in S15 (T̂ ) with basis
obtained by GE.

(f) C1 physical mesh obtained by GE.
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(g) Parametric mesh in S1,25 (T̂ ) with basis
obtained by DC.

(h) Corresponding C2 physical mesh in

S1,25 (T̂ ).

Figure 17: Parametric and physical meshes for different Cr spaces. Each row shows the first parametric
and corresponding C1 (first three rows) or C2 (fourth row) physical mesh in each refinement sequence
for the problem in Fig. 16. Red and white solids represent free and dependent nodes respectively.
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Figure 18: Error measured in the L2-norm vs. mesh parameter from refined elements in Fig. 17.
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Figure 19: Error measured in the L2-norm vs. mesh parameter in C1 spaces for refinement sequences
with inconsistent geometric map. The convergence rates decrease as the meshes are refined.
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7.3. Domain with curved boundaries: linear elasticity
In the third example, we apply our approach to a well-known linear elasticity problem:

an infinite plate with a circular hole under constant in-plane tension in the x-direction
[1]. The infinite plate is modeled by a finite quarter plate as shown in Figure 20 with the
governing equation (22). The exact solution [53], evaluated at the boundary of the finite
quarter plate, is applied as a Neumann boundary condition.
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Figure 4.4. The plate-hole problem statement.

guide adaptive refinement by refining the element by the Rivara method [25] which

contributes the most to our measure.

rTBS discretization and mesh smoothing

For a given element type, the analysis accuracy and convergence rate depend on

element quality. In this thesis, thus far, we have focused on presenting a set of steps

for establishing an rTBS-based geometric map G(ξ) that can exactly recover the

given NURBS boundary. However, the interior of the geometric map that directly

affects the rTBS element quality has not been explicitly addressed. We here briefly

describe how we use smoothing to improve the mesh quality. A formal study of mesh

quality and convergence rate is outside of the scope of our work.

The factors that can be adjusted to affect mesh quality include the internal

control points of G0 in Step 1, the free internal control points for G, and the internal

and corner boundary vertex positions of T in Step 2. For the internal control points

P0I of G0 we apply Laplacian smoothing on the Bézier control net of G0. The free

internal control points PI corresponding to internal domain points in the MDSMd,T

Figure 20: Problem definition: elastic plate with a circular hole. L is the length of the edge, R is the
radius of the circle and τ is the thickness of the plate. E and ν represent the Young’s modulus and
Poisson ratio respectively.

The initial parametrization of the physical domain is shown in Figure 21. The NURBS
boundary curves of the given domain are first extracted as rational quadratic Bézier
curves. After connecting the end points of the Bézier curves we obtain an initial paramet-
ric domain and triangulate it, as shown in Figure 21(b). Then we replace the boundary
control points with corresponding points on the physical boundary to obtain the initial
physical mesh as shown in Figure 21(a). To improve the mesh quality and analysis re-
sults, we use the same smoothed parametric mesh (Figure 21(c)) as in [38] by minimizing
the difference of the internal corner angles between the parametric and physical domains.

(a) Initial parametric mesh. (b) Inital physical mesh. (c) Smoothed parametric mesh.

Figure 21: Initial parametrization of the physical domain in Figure 20.

Through degree elevation on the parametric and physical meshes in Figure 21, we
obtain cubic and quintic C0 meshes in S0

3 (T ) and S0
5 (T ), as shown in Figure 22. Meshes
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in Cr spaces for analysis are also obtained by either DC or GE method, as shown in
Figure 22.

The refinement sequences used to evaluate the convergence are {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · }
in all C0 spaces, {Tps, Tps,u,ps, Tps,u,··· ,u,ps, · · · } in S1

2 (Tps), {Tct, Tct,u,ct, Tct,u,··· ,u,ct, · · · } in
S1

3 (Tct), {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · } in S1,2
5 (T ), {T, Tu, Tu,··· ,u, · · · } in S1

5 (T ), {Tps, Tu,ps, Tu,··· ,u,ps, · · · }
in S2,3

5 (Tps) and S2
5 (Tps). The steps of convergence analysis and methods of basis construc-

tion in each Cr space is summarized in Table 3. The four rows in Figure 22 correspond
to the four initial pairs of parametric and physical meshes in the four convergence studies
respectively. Note, , the pre-refinement smooth geometric map, C2 and C3 used in space
S2

5 (Tps) and S2,3
5 (Tps) are both obtained by GE after imposing continuity constraints on

the quintic C0 mesh.

Table 3: Smooth-refinement-smooth steps and convergence rates of different Cr spaces for the problem
in Fig. 20.

Space

Step Pre-refinement map Refinement Stable basis Conv.

Smoothness Split Method Split Method rate

S1
2 (Tps) C1 PS DC uniform PS DC 2.0

S1
3 (Tct) C1 CT DC uniform CT DC 2.8

S1
5 (T ) C1 GE uniform GE 5.0

S1,2
5 (T ) C2 GE uniform DC 5.0

S2
5 (Tps) C2 GE uniform PS GE 5.0

S2,3
5 (Tps) C3 GE uniform PS DC 4.7

The energy error is evaluated by

estress =

[
1

2

∫

Ω

(εnum − εexact) ·D · (εnum − εexact)dΩ

]1/2

, (41)

where εnum and εexact are the numerical and exact strain vectors respectively. The mesh
parameter is evaluated as the longest edge hmax of the triangles in the physical mesh.
Again optimal convergence rates are achieved in C0, C1 and C2 spaces, as shown in
Figure 23 where quadratic, cubic and quintic rates are obtained for the energy norm
error using quadratic, cubic and quintic elements respectively. In the superspline spaces
S1,2

5 (T ) and S2,3
5 (Tps), optimal rates are also observed as shown in Figure 23(b) and 23(c).

This demonstrates the efficiency of supersplines for analysis on a per-node basis since far
fewer degrees of freedom are used in superspline space than the regular spline space of
the same degree. Figure 24 plots the convergence curve on a node basis. It can be seen
that at the same number of nodes in three quintic elements, S0

5 , S
1
5 , S

2,3
5 , higher continuity

leads to smaller errors.
However, if we use the refine-then-smooth strategy, that is, without constructing the

smooth pre-refinement map, the local modification of the control points to obtain the Cr

basis would change the geometric map. Consequently the convergence rates are reduced,
as shown in Figure 25. When the refinements are started from C0 meshes, the convergence
rates in all C1 and C2 spaces with polynomial degrees ranging from quadratic to quintic
are about the same, which range from 1.4 to 1.6 and are far from the optimal values. When
the refinements are started from C1 and C2 meshes in spaces S1,2

5 and S2,3
5 respectively,

the convergence rates become closer to the optimal values, since the geometric map do not
change as much as when start refining from C0 meshes (see Figure 11). This is another
evidence showing the change of geometric map is affecting the convergence rates.
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(a) Parametric mesh in S03 (T̂ ). (b) Physical mesh in S03 (T ).

(c) Parametric mesh in S05 (T̂ ). (d) Physical mesh in S05 (T ).

(e) Parametric mesh in S12 (T̂ps) with basis
obtained by DC with PS macro-elements.

(f) C1 physical mesh obtained by DC with
PS macro-elements.
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(g) Parametric mesh in S13 (T̂ct) with basis
obtained by DC with CT macro-elements.

(h) C1 physical mesh obtained by DC with
CT macro-elements.

(i) Parametric mesh in S1,25 (T̂ ) with basis
obtained by DC.

(j) Corresponding C2 physical mesh in
S1,25 (T ) obtained by GE.

(k) Parametric mesh in S15 (T̂ ) with basis
obtained by GE.

(l) Corresponding C1 physical mesh in
S15 (T ) obtained by GE.
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(m) Parametric mesh in S2,35 (T̂ps) with
basis obtained by DC with PS macro-
elements.

(n) Corresponding C3 physical mesh in
S2,35 (Tps) obtained by GE.

(o) Parametric mesh in S25 (T̂ps) with basis
obtained by GE with PS macro-elements.

(p) Corresponding C2 physical mesh in
S25 (Tps) obtained by GE.

Figure 22: Parametric and physical meshes in different Cr spaces. Each row shows the first parametric
and corresponding Cr physical mesh in each refinement sequence for the problem in Fig. 20. Red and
white solids represent free and dependent nodes respectively.
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(a) Convergence rates in C0 space.
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(b) Convergence rates in C1 space.
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(c) Convergence rates in C2 space S25 (T̂ps) (GE)

and superspline space S2,35 (T̂ps) (DC).

Figure 23: Error measured in the L2-norm of stress vs. mesh parameter from refinements of elements in
Fig. 22. Optimal convergence rates are obtained in all cases.
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Figure 24: Error measured in the L2-norm of stress vs. the number of nodes from refinements of elements
in Fig. 22.
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Figure 25: Error measured in the L2-norm of energy vs. mesh parameter for refinement sequences with
inconsistent geometric map. All refinement sequences start from C0 initial meshes except as indicated for
S1,25 and S2,35 which are C1 and C2 respectively. Note that the convergence rates for such two refinement
sequences are closer to the optimal rates than other refinement sequences, since the geometric map do not
change as much as when start refining from C0 meshes (see Figure 11). This is another evidence showing
the change of geometric map is affecting the convergence rates. The convergence rates are remarkably
lower than Figure 23.

One of the major advantages of using triangular meshes in analysis is the ease of local
refinement of meshes. We use the Rivara method [54] which uses the element-wise strain
energy error to guide the local refinement. The elements with large error are bisected
across one of their edges. The local refinement of S1

3 (T̂ct) mesh is shown in Figure 26. The
comparison of error measured in the L2-norm of stress vs. degrees of freedom between
uniform and adaptive refinement is shown in Figure 27. Clearly the local refinement
exhibits superior advantage over uniform refinement by leading to the same accurate
results with fewer degrees of freedom. Specifically, to obtain the same order of error,
the uniform refinement requires about three times the degrees of freedom as much as the
adaptive refinement.
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(a) Initial S13 (T̂ct) mesh. (b) Local refinement 1.

(c) Local refinement 2. (d) Local refinement 3.

Figure 26: Local refinement of S13 (Tct) mesh.
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Figure 27: Comparison of error per degree of freedom between uniform and local refinement in space
S13 (Tct) for the plate hole problem. The local refinement sequence shows superior advantage with same
error obtained using only one third of degrees of freedom of uniform refinement.
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8. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a smooth-refine-smooth approach to rTBS based isogeo-
metric analysis that can achieve optimal convergence rates for all Cr rTBS elements. For a
given NURBS bounded domain with arbitrary topology, the rTBS based parametrization
can be fully automated. Various sets of globally Cr continuous basis can be constructed
by imposing continuity constraints on adjoining triangle elements, through either DC or
GE method. Error estimate indicates the constructed Cr space delivers optimal conver-
gence rates, provided the geometric map remains the same during refinement.

In order to overcome the inconsistency of geometric map during the refine-then-smooth
approach, we have introduced a strategy to construct a pre-refinement map that possesses
sufficient continuity for all subsequent refinements. Thus the relocation of control points
is avoided and the map stays unchanged during refinement. By constructing such a pre-
refinement geometric map with sufficient smoothness, optimal convergences have been
achieved in all elements. We gave specific smoothness conditions for the pre-refinement
geometric map: that should be Cr smooth for regular Cr elements and be Cρ smooth in
cases of superspline spaces Sr,ρd , ρ > r where supersmoothness occurs at the vertices or
edges of macro-triangles. Numerical results verified that convergence rates are optimal
in different spaces with the introduction of such smooth pre-refinement maps. This
demonstrates that Cr rTBS elements possess superior efficiency on a per-node basis over
C0 elements. Such nodal efficiency is especially pronounced in the case of supersplines.

In our proposed smooth-refine-smooth approach, the smoothness in the pre-refinement
geometric map is needed to keep the geometric map consistent during the refinement. The
smoothness in the last step is used to obtain a stable Cr basis for analysis. Future work
would look into if the two steps can be combined.

We believe the smooth-refine-smooth approach could also shed light on how to obtain
optimal convergence in isogeometric analysis with T-splines when extraordinary points
are involved. To obtain G1 continuity at the extraordinary points of T-splines, a con-
strained optimization problem is usually solved to relocate the surrounding control points.
This relocation would also change the geometric map as in rTBS based isogeometric anal-
ysis. Thus it would be interesting to see if the strategy to obtain consistent geometric
map during the h-refinement can be similarly applied in T-splines for achieving optimal
convergence rates.

Our rTBS based isogeometric analysis approach is general in the sense that any form
of Cr Bézier elements can be used. It would be interesting to apply normalized B-spline
basis functions over triangulations such as [25, 30, 33, 31, 27, 32] in this rTBS based
IGA framework since they have desirable properties such as partition of unity and non-
negativeness.
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